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Abstract - In recent days identification of Motion and Image capturing is big task to the researchers and Information 
Technology (IT) Engineers. This leads to abnormal events in crowded areas, ATM centers, Server rooms and Intelligent security 
control rooms etc. In this paper new techniques has been used to detect motion and image of the particular object clearly. 
These two techniques are for image recognition haarcascade algorithm and for motion opencv algorithms has been used. The 
two techniques has high in accuracy and speed of operation is very high. This has been analyzed with the help of RASPBERRY PI 
module and ARM1176JZF-S processor. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Video Anomaly Detection is the process of detecting abnormal events in the Video. Video event detection is the process of 
detecting an event in the video. Video Anomaly detection is the subclass of Video Event Detection. This process of video 
Anomaly Detection produces vast amounts of data and display. There is always a necessity for this kind of software that can 
detect movement and record in a video. There are 3 different types of video Anomaly Detection techniques, they are 1.Manual 
2.semi automated 3.Fully automated. Manual Anomaly Detection is the method in which a person is specially designated for the 
process of monitoring the live video. Data collected by this process nevertheless is hard to monitor. Indeed this is not 
conceivable to record all along because the hard disk will be full as the software is to be run for a significant number of days. 
The Semi-automated process is the one in which there is no requirement of an employed guy. When the machine detects face or 
motion in a video the machine starts recording from that instance and sends the recorded video for analyzing. Fully automated 
is similar to semi-automated but there is no involvement of video analyzer to analyze the anomaly video. The machine, 
however, processes the video and detects the anomaly in the motion and triggers the alarm. This can be done in two ways 1. 
Supervised 2.Unsupervised, Supervised have a training phase, whereas Unsupervised doesn't have any explicit training phase. 
The algorithm detects an abnormal event in the Supervised method if it finds an event that has no similarity with the trained 
events. There are different applications of video surveillance like access control, object-identification, anomaly detection, 
Intelligent visual surveillance (IVS) refers to an automated visual monitoring process that involves analysis and interpretation 
of object behaviors, as well as to object detection and tracking, to understand the visual events of the scene. The underlying 
principles used for all these methods of surveillance are based on detection, segmentation, tracking the objects in the video. 
The Embedded system is using for Anomaly Detection. Embedded systems are used in different areas like medical engineering 
[1], aeronautics [2], water and energy supply [3][4], transportation [5][6], automotive industry [7], and information and 
communication technology [8]. However, in everyday life embedded systems are omnipresent, e.g., in smart phones or tablets. 
These devices contain usually an integrated camera and deal with challenging tasks, like the calculation of high dynamic range 
images [9] or the detection of faces in real-time [10]. Although, the performance of the embedded systems is limited because of 
size and mobility, the systems are used in many applications for image and video signal processing. In this paper, the basic 
understanding in processing of image and motion detection, face recognition, are explained.  

The handling of the system should be possible with display, mouse, and keyboard, and a user-friendly OS with a graphical user 
interface (GUI) should also be used. The needed connection for the additional hardware should exist and a connection to a 
network should also be possible. For the usage of Python, a Python interpreter should be present. Finally, the embedded system 
should be inexpensive, but capable for the experiments. 

Different embedded systems exist, but not every of those fulfills these requirements. So in this paper Raspberry Pi is using, The 
Raspberry Pi Foundation provides six different embedded systems [11]. The Raspberry Pi Model A has been introduced in 
February 2012 as first embedded system and has been replaced by the successor Raspberry Pi 1 Model A in November 2014 [11]. 
The latest model is the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B. It is a cost-effective, up-to-- date and widespread embedded system. The 
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B fulfill all the requirements (so the Raspberry Pi has a better CPU and RAM. Thus, the Raspberry Pi is used 
in the Image and Video Signal Processing on Embedded Systems). 
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Face detection: 

This paper presents a process of using local binary pattern (LBP) texture features to provide a facial image representation 
efficiently. The Facial image is partitioned into local regions to extract texture descriptions from each region independently. The 
global description of the face is then formed by coalescing descriptors which are extracted from texture descriptions. The texture 
description of a specific region describes the appearance of a region and the combination of all the region descriptions helps in 
encoding the global geometry of the face. This local-feature based and hybrid method seems to be more favorable against 
different geometries of face and illumination. This process of texture extraction is considered from this paper to extract and 
detect the face based on Haarclassifiers  technique [13].  

Motion Detection: 

This paper proposes a combination of Adaptive background modeling system and the cascade classifiers based object detection 
system for the application of Video surveillance. The system proposed is resistant to temporal illumination changes and tracks 
moving objects precisely. It also adapts itself to long-lasting changes in the background over time. After learning of the statistical 
model in the background and by subtracting it from the original frame the foreground is extracted. The main job of the 
background model is to learn only the stationary objects of the scene and to ignore all the moving objects. Gaussian Mixture 
Model is used for modeling the background adaptively, in this way the regions in motion are tracked. The moving objects can be 
a human, an animal or a vehicle [14]. 

METHODOLOGY: This  consists mouse, keyboard, HDMI to DVI adapter cable, power supply, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, USB camera, 
and micro SD card components are used. In the first experiment and before every experiment all the components are connected 
together. The setup is very easy to perform on embedded systems. 

First, the micro SD card with the pre-installed OS Raspbian Jessie (Raspberry Pi Foundation, 2018) is inserted in the SD card 
slot. After that, all the other hardware is connected by USB or HDMI with the Raspberry Pi as depicted in Fig. 1. The OS boots 
after connecting the power supply. The whole hardware is recognized instantly. 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the connected components of the workstation. 
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The camera is connected  to Raspberry Pi camera module. In this paper an USB camera used  instead of the Raspberry Pi camera 
module (Raspberry Pi Foundation, 2018), so the experiments can easily be transferred to other embedded systems. 
Furthermore, USB cameras are used in many industrial computer vision applications, e.g., Basler, an internationally leading 
manufacturer of high-quality cameras mostly uses USB as interface. 

Software: The experiments are prepared with the open source programming language Python (Python Software Foundation, 
2018). The readability of a program has been the most important part during the development of Python. The language can 
easily be learned and supports the most common programming paradigms, e.g., object, aspect, and functional orientation. 
Python only needs a few keywords and the syntax is clear and easy to read. Python 2, Python 3, and the integrated development 
environment IDLE for Python are already installed on the OS. 

Python was chosen because it is simple to read and to learn, it is open and free. Moreover, it consists of an extensive standard 
library, which aims at programming in general and contains specific modules for threading, databases, etc. Furthermore, there 
are a lot of additional packages, e.g., for plotting and handling images, which are also used in the laboratory. Python serves as a 
good basis for future jobs, because many companies use Python as primary programming language [12]. 

PROPOSED FLOW CHART: 

 

Figure.2 Flow chart for facial recognition 

 

Figure.3 Flow chart for motion detection 

IMPLEMENTATION OF FACIAL RECOGNIZATION PROCESS: 

Initially, The input image is acquired through an inbuilt or external camera and the process of Face detection is carried out 
using Haar Classifiers and Ada Boosting Technique to detect the face granules using Gaussian filters to obtain a Gaussian 
Pyramid, The difference of Gaussian (DoG), D(x, y, σ), is calculated as the difference between two filtered images, one with k 
multiplied by scale of the other. These images are then transferred to Weber Local Descriptors to analyze the spatial feature 
changes between the images and the mean value is calculated. The fraction ΔI/I is known as the Weber fraction.The calculated 
mean value in the previous process is given to Gabor Filter Bank. Depending on this mean value a single image is extracted 
consisting of all the spatial features and matching is done by using Euclidean distance measures the similarity between two 
different feature vectors. 
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Ed = sqrt(sum (Q - Di)^2)   

Where, 

Q – Input image features, D – Data base features 

i – Number of samples in database 1 to N 

 If the threshold value reaches 1.5 then the faces are said to be matched. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MOTION DETECTION: 

Here, we will thus follow the flow mentioned in the flowchart of motion detection  

• Image Acquisition 

First in this the program checks for the input from camera devices .If no camera devices are detected ,the user is given option to 
use the “avi” version where input will be captured from recorded video file. 

• Image Subtraction 

In this two images are compared and processed using arithmetic operations of subtraction to subtract the pixel values in the 
image by the implementation of absolute subtraction technique there is no difference in choosing which image to subtract from 
which because both would result in a same image. As the most commonly used images are coloured ones the algorithm 
separates the images in to three planes. Then performs arithmetic subtraction to each planes .After that, the results are 
combined to form a colour image.  

• Image processing 

The results obtained from previous process is used in this processing state as it filters human body shapes better than the other 
output. An Adaptive threshold function called as Otsu threshold is used here. This function simply deletes the noise in the 
image that is caused by camera signal noise or change in minute pixels. The reason for using this instead of threshold for 
contour is because the to draw the bounding box so it does not loses any body parts outside the box. 

• Bounding Rectangle Calculations 

To remove the overlaying boxes and rectangles drawn to the source few operations are done. In this the rectangles which are 
nearer and those almost cross one another edges would be combined to form a bigger rectangle. This help in removing the 
problem of only a part of human being is recognized. 

RESULTS: 

FOR FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION: 
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FOR MOTION DETECTION: 

 

 

 3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the newly developed technique for finding face recognition and motion detection had presented and verified. The 
Raspberry Pi Model has chosen as embedded system for storing datasets and preprocessing data. The tasks have been solved 
on Raspberry Pi using python programming language. Python is an open source programming language, it is very easy to 
learning, and efficiency of the programming is high. The requirements and different experiments that have to developed and 
presented in this paper. 
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